In the present study an ab initio investigation on the AlN:Er system for concentrations of Er ranging from 0.78 to 12.5 % is presented. The crystallographic localisation of the rare earth atoms in the wurtzite lattice is determined, elucidating previously published experimental deductions, and the existence of a solid solution in the AlN:Er system in this range is confirmed.
Introduction
A variety of lanthanide elements in III-nitride semiconductors exhibit significant room temperature luminescence [1, 2, 3, 4] . Hence, rare-earth (RE) doped nitrides are very promising for a series of optoelectronic applications among them flat panel displays and high contrast thick dielectric electroluminescent display devices [1, 2] . Although various studies on wurtzite nitride alloys have been reported [i.e. 5, 6, 7, 8] , the ultimate goal is to assess the theoretical interpretation of luminescent mechanisms of nitrides or oxynitrides doped with RE atoms.
The domain of application of such materials is wide, ranging from the telecoms or medicine to lighting, passing by solid-state lasers, optical displays or radiation and light detection.
Lanthanide atoms on their own are not natural emitters but when properly inserted in semiconductors or specific insulators, the trivalent RE ions can be rendered optically active.
The selection rules for the intra 4f energetic transitions, which are parity forbidden in the metallic state, can be relaxed due to crystal field effects and can lead the ions to produce sharp and strong luminescence peaks. As the symmetry of the site is ruling the way the electronic levels are split, the crystallographic localization of the RE ions can completely change the excitation-emission optical mechanism. The localization and the nature of the coordination spheres of the RE are indeed key aspects to understand and control the intensities of the optical centres emissions [9, 10] .
Several theoretical studies on the incorporation of RE elements in III-nitride alloys have been published. S. Petit et al [11] , by the use of Density Functional Theory (DFT) calculations, concluded that Er atoms prefer to substitute Al atoms in wurtzite AlN and the resulting atomistic configuration is electrically active, introducing deep donor level in the bandgap. S. Sanna et al [12] , also using DFT based calculations using the "frozen core" approach, in which the 4f electrons are included in the atomic core, investigated several atomistic configurations of the Er-O defect pairs in GaN. They concluded that the presence of oxygen does not affect significantly the atomic structure and the charge distribution around the Er atoms, while the Er-O defect pairs are thermodynamically stable. Er dopants in wurtzite GaN have been also onvistigated by the use of DFT-based tight-binding calculations [1, 13] . In order to study substitutional defects and complexes with GaN native defects, 4f shell was explicitly included, considering an +U functional suitable for localized states [1, 13] . Following this approach, Eu, Er and Tm impurities were found to prefer the Ga-sites in wurtzite GaN [14] . 3 Along the quest for higher luminescent RE doped materials, researchers face the so-called "concentration quenching" phenomenon [3, 15, 16, 17] , observed when the doping content of the RE is pushed (several atomic %). The optical production drop is often justified by the precipitation of RE rich phases above a certain doping level, which vary from one matrix to another and promote the loss of energy due to RE 3+ -RE 3+ electron transfers. The same "concentration quenching" was measured both in the infrared and visible domains [4] . In addition, Eu, Tm and Er implantation in AlN films showed that the wurtzite structure is preserved, while annealing recovers part of the produced lattice damage [18] . They concluded that the RE atoms occupy not only Al substitutional sites but also interstitial lattice sites [18] .
Beyond the quest for higher optical efficiency of devices, the challenge is important to promote the understanding of the optical mechanisms [19] . The authors of this work intend to examine if theoretical calculations based on the electronic structure can confirm or not the diverse experimental observations. The attention is focused on the existence or not of a solid solution in the RE doping range of interest, attesting or not the Er rich phase precipitation for these ranges of compositions in the AlN:Er system. The work employs high accuracy ab initio calculations in an effort to examine the crystallographic localization of the Er atoms in the wurtzite cell and the structural and electronic effects of Er incorporation in AlN. Additionally, the localization and effect of Er in the AlNO:Er system, at O and Er concentrations as close as possible to experimentally realised samples, is also investigated.
Calculation methodology
Τhe VASP ab initio simulation package [20] with Projector Augmented Wave (PAW) pseudopotentials [21, 22] under the Perdew-Burke-Ernzerhof derivation of the Generalized Gradient Approximation (GGA-PBE) [23, 24] is implemented in order to examine the electrons in a 4f 11 5s 2 6s 2 5p 6 5d 1 configuration with the remaining electrons included in the core is used in this work. An approach beyond classic DFT is needed to properly describe the behaviour of f electrons, therefore the DFT+U method is employed. DFT+U is a method which introduces a strong intra-atomic interaction in a screened Hartree-Fock like manner as an on site replacement of DFT, and has been used in the past for RE nitrides [26] .
In this work, the simplified, rotationally invariant, approach to DFT+U, introduced by Dudarev et al. [27] is used. In Dudarev's approach, the parameters U and J, which control the effective on-site Coulomb interaction and the effective on-site exchange interaction respectively, are not entered separately and only the difference Ueff=U-J is meaningful. Non-spherical contributions from the gradient corrections are included inside the PAW spheres, a factor essential for accurate total energies and band structure calculations for f-elements if the +U approach is used.
Ueff is considered as a free parameter and is optimized according to the procedure described at 
Er incorporation in AlN
The atomistic configurations studied in the present work, are tailored according to the experimental elements published in Ref. [4] . The defect formation energies fq EX   are calculated according to [29] by: 
Investigation of the ErxAl1-xN ternary alloy
Following the aforementioned results, the focus is shifted to the ErxAl1-xN ternary compound respectively. The lattice constants and the bandgaps follow harmonic relations that can be described by the quadratic Vegard's law. The law is formulated as:
for the lattice constants and as
for the bandgaps. suggest that, unlike in some other systems, the quenching is not due to the fact that the REs reach their solubility limit [30] . The theoretical work brings a theoretical justification to the results obtained after the experimental investigations done with XRD in Brien and Boulet [4] .
Investigation of ErxAl1-xNyO1-y
As a final piece to the puzzle, the ErxAl1-xNyO1-y alloy is examined. The incorporation of O in AlN is known to occur with the replacement of an N atom by an O atom in the AlN wurtzitic lattice [31] . A charge of +1 per O atom is considered in the calculations according to Refs. [29, 32] .
In the first case a 256-atom supercell in which an O atom has replaced an N atom is used, 
Conclusions
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In the present study an in depth analysis based on experimental results and ab initio calculations is performed on the structural and electronic properties of the AlN:Er system for low to moderate Er concentrations. The possible structural positions of Er atoms are examined as well as their influence of the bandstructure. In addition, the localisation of O atoms in the ErxAl1-xN alloy is elucidated taking into account all possible atomistic configurations.
The absence of extra phases previously experimentally observed by dark field STEM images or electron and X-ray diffraction data in [4] is confirmed theoretically for the studied range, expanded even further by the DFT up to 12.5 %. The DFT+U study confirms Er is a full part of the wurtzite hexagonal cell; and confirms the existence of the ErxAl1-xN solid solution on the quoted domain.
The lanthanide atom shows a preference for a regular metallic atom position as a substituent in the nitride but may also populate the octahedral and tetrahedral insertion sites of the hexagonal lattice, with a preference to the former ones between the two. Er incorporation in these insertion sites is metastable and pushed by the out-of-balance sputtering process and induces shallow states in the bandgap.
The bandgap of ErxAl1-xN is shown to switch from a direct one to an indirect one at values of Er doping corresponding to the maximum efficiency of radiative emissions. In addition, the unintentional O doping of ErxAl1-xN alloy is found to affect the electronic properties of the system.
The industrial potentialities of AlN:Er materials prepared by sputtering are consolidated, as their temporal stability is assessed thanks to the stability of solid solutions.
